In many mobile health interventions, treatments should only be delivered in a particular context, for example when a user is currently stressed, walking or sedentary. Even in an optimal context, concerns about user burden can restrict which treatments are sent. To diffuse the treatment delivery over times when a user is in a desired context, it is critical to predict the future number of times the context will occur. The focus of this paper is on whether personalization can improve predictions in these settings. Though the variance between individuals' behavioral patterns suggest that personalization should be useful, the amount of individual-level data limits its capabilities. Thus, we investigate several methods which pool data across users to overcome these deficiencies and find that pooling lowers the overall error rate relative to both personalized and batch approaches.
Introduction
Mobile health (mHealth) interventions can deliver effective treatments in real-time. For example, to help users increase their physical activity, an mHealth application might send a suggestion to walk at a time when a user is motivated and able to pursue the suggestion. Users struggling to quit smoking might be prompted to do a mindfulness exercise when the system detects they are becoming stressed, helping reduce negative affect and the desire to smoke. The promise of mHealth interventions hinges on their ability to provide support at times when users need the support and are receptive to it [5] .
Many interventions included in an mHealth system (e.g. reminders, coping strategies) are designed to be delivered in a particular context. These treatments are often delivered via a wearable or a push notification on a smartphone. An approach to reducing user burden is to budget the number of treatments delivered in a certain period of time (e.g., a day). Given an intervention budget, our goal is to spread this budget across the instances in which a user is in a targeted context (e.g., currently sedentary). By doing so we aim to improve user experience.
Consider an mHealth application designed to reduce sedentary behavior. The application can send users an activity suggestion when they have been sitting for 40 minutes or longer, but the number of suggestions sent each day is constrained by a budget. The subject of this paper is predicting the number of future sedentary episodes remaining in the day. This prediction is used to decide whether to send a suggestion. For example, it would be more important to send a suggestion now if the system predicted only a single additional sedentary episode than if many were likely. As this sedentary behavior can have high variance from person to person, we argue for a personalized approach.
Personalization has been a recent focus in healthcare prediction tasks [9, 7] . Lopez and Picard [4] proposed a multi-task neural network for pain detection and Saeed and Trajanovski [8] proposed a multi-task neural network approach to detect stress. Here, we consider two forms of pooling. We demonstrate that these approaches allow us to more quickly make appropriate personalized predictions than a fully personalized approach which requires more days of data. Furthermore, pooling approaches outperform a batch model.
Models
We predict the number of sedentary times remaining in a day (t), for a person i. Here, we propose two approaches, a Gaussian Process GP and a population-informed task-specific model we refer to as WEIGHTED REGRESSORS (WR). These are compared to task-specific and batch models.
We treat each person as a task, such that we have M tasks for a population of size M . Across all models we consider a dataset of inputs, X = x 1 , . . . , x N , and outputs y = y 1 , . . . , y N where each x i belongs to a task in {1..M }, and some y s are given while others are unknown. Given a set of indices which define a test set, T ⊆ {1..M }, we are interested in inferringŷ i for each i in T .
Gaussian Process Variants
A natural question in this setting is how well a task-specific GP would perform. Thus we introduce, GP indi which learns some set of parameters separately for each person. We compare this to GP b which treats all input as belonging to one task, and learns parameters for this population-size task. Both GP indi and GP b assume standard GPforms, that is a prediction y i is made as:
where in GP indi , X is the training data for one task ∈ T , and in GP b X is the training data for all tasks / ∈ T . Additionally, we introduce GP M T . This model learns some individualized parameter values, as well as some which are shared across the population. For example, we explicitly learn a M × M inter-task similarity matrix K f . For example, in the multi-task case, a prediction for person(task) i, is made according to:
where, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, k
is the vector of covariances between the test point x
i and the training points, K x is the matrix of covariances between all pairs of training points, D is an M × M diagonal matrix in which the (l, l) th element is σ 2 l , and Σ is an M N × M N matrix [1] . For each model we have use a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel for the variance, and a constant mean kernel for the mean. We place a Gaussian prior on the mean function, where this prior has constant mean and the scale is a tuneable hyper-parameter.
Weighted Regressors
A different approach might be to learn the importance of a batch model relative to a task-specific model. To do so we introduce a simple approach which we refer to as weighted regressors. Here, we learn one population level regressor and one individual regressor. The final prediction is the weighted average of the predictions of these two models, where we adjust the population and task-specific weights, β g and β l respectively, in order to shift weight towards the task-specific model as we gain additional information. This is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Empirical Evaluation
It is critical that we obtain high quality predictions in a short amount of time. Thus, to evaluate our methods we consider the setting where we obtain training data on a regular basis and we would like to forecast several days into the future. We use data obtained from a real-life mobile health study [3] . The goal of the study is to positively impact participants' long-term health by increasing their physical activity. Participants receive messages which remind them to be active, and step counts are collected as a measure of both overall activity and responsivity to messages. We can incorporate knowledge of predicted sedentary periods in determining whether to send a message at a certain time.
We label an interval of 40 minutes as sedentary if the total step count in this period is less than 140.
For simplicity, we predict the number of sedentary periods between 15:00 and 21:00 on each day. In order to use daily context, we focus only on those days with some step count data in the time of 9:00 to 15:00, as well as between 15:00 and 21:00. Additionally, we restrict our attention to those users with at least a week of data. This results in a dataset of 36 participants with approximately 30 days of usable data per participant. For each model and participant we make sliding window predictions where we train with all available data and predict some number of days into the future.
To capture context we model users' past activity levels and external context. For example, each x i t contains the step count of the morning of t, the overall step count at t − 1 and the number of sedentary periods at t − 1. Additionally, each x i t contains a single weather description. These are obtained from 1 , where weather is described with a short text description, such as partly cloudy. In total there are 21 weather descriptions and the description for x i t is a categorical variable.
Sources of variance
We expect that the extent to which pooling will be advantageous depends on the sources of variance in this data. For example, if the individuals' behavior across time varies greatly it will be difficult to train a personalized model, and we expect some pooling to provide better performance. However, if behavior varies too greatly from person to person we might see the shared models perform poorly. Thus, before turning to the results we briefly inspect these two sources of variance.
Individual's behavior across time To inspect within-participant variance, we perform a χ 2 loglikelihood difference test. For each participant, we set a window length which intuitively corresponds to the number of days over which a person might have stable behavior. For example, if there was no overall temporal patterns, such that each day could be treated as an independent observation we might train a model on each day's data. However, if people behave relatively stably over a period of two days, we could train a new model every two days.
For a given window length we have k models, where k equals the number of days the participant was in the study divided by the window length. We then train k Ordinary Least Squares regressors. For each participant, we create a dataset of roughly 30 days, (x i , y i ), . . . , (x 30 , y 30 ), where each x i is a vector with context from day i and day i − 1, and each y i is the number of sedentary periods from 15:00-21:00 on day i. To perform the log-likelihood difference test we form a null model which learns one set of parameters over the entirety of a participant's history. This is compared to the aggregate of the k window-length models. Thus, for each participant we determine that it would be better to train k models if:
where M 0 is the baseline model which uses all of the historical data, and each m i is the model for the i th window. In Fig. 1a we see that when considering only a single day of data at a time most participants change from day to day. However, at windows of length five we see almost no loss in stationarity relative to training one model of window length 30. This might direct the choice to pool or not, where pooling might offer more advantages for smaller window lengths.
Similarity of behavior between participants To assess between-participant similarities we perform dynamic time warping (DTW) between all pairs of participants. Fig. 1b shows similarities between users. We see both large swaths of dissimilarity (light yellow regions) and pockets of high similarity. This provides some optimism for pooling, while also highlighting the need for personalization. 
Experimental Results
We assess the overall Mean Squared Error (MSE)(in Fig. 2) , and evaluate how this changes with increasing amounts of training data in Fig. 3 . All results are obtained from five-fold cross validation. We split according to participants, as this mirrors the situation where a new participant joins a study and data from previous participants will be utilized for their predictions. The GP models are implemented in GPyTorch [2] , while the remaining models are implemented in Scikit-learn [6] . We adopt a simple non-personalized baseline which we refer to as MEAN. For each person, for each day, we assign the training-data population average as the number of remaining sedentary periods.
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GP_MT GP_Indi GP_Batch MEAN 3. Fig. 2 shows that the two pooling approaches, GP M T and WR achieve the best overall error rates. Furthermore, all of the approaches beat the simple mean prediction baseline. However, the extent to which pooling outperforms task-specific models depends on the window length. When longer windows are used in each training period, we see the error rate of the personalized approach decrease, while it increases for pooling. This suggests that waiting longer before retraining can increase the efficacy of fully personalized models. Fig. 3 shows the time-variance of this data.
Discussion
As users' initial impressions of an intervention's usefulness are crucial, an especially vital question is how well the models predict the first few days without training data. There, we see that GP M T achieves the lowest error rates. In these first critical days GP M T achieves a 14% error reduction over GP indi , in the three-day case, and a 9% reduction in the five-day case. Thus, if predictions must be made early in the study when limited data is available, some form of pooling might be advantageous.
Conclusion
Many mobile health intervention treatments are designed to be delivered in a particular context. Furthermore the number of deliveries per day is often constrained due to concerns about user burden. Thus, spreading the treatments across the times at which a user is in the desired context is critical. Here, we propose to personalize the probability of receiving a treatment according to the number of times the context would occur in the remaining part of the day. We consider the context of being sedentary, and evaluate our ability to predict sedentary periods on a real-world dataset collected from a mobile health study. The data on each individual is small, particularly at the beginning of the study. Utilizing some form of population-level information can contribute towards rapid personalization for each user, and reduced overall predictive error. We leave many open questions for future work, for example the optimal treatment of the non-stationarity of this data.
